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YOUR BUSINESS WILL THRIVE 
ON OUR FLOOR

A H T E FLOORING LLC



 

We are a trend setter for the flooring industry in         
 Dubai,UAE . We treat every project that falls in our     
 hands as though it is one of our own. We do our best 
 to chase after visions and turn them into something  
 tangible without going beyond your timeline.              

AHTE FLOORING LLC is an authorized flooring
applicator for laying any kind of customized flooring
like terrazzo, Deck Flooring , PU Concrete , Epoxy ,
Resin Bound, Sport Flooring, Concrete-polishing etc.

 

THE POWER TO MAKE
ANYTHING POSSIBLE

VISION
AHTE FLOORING LLC has a vision to become the most
trusted brand of the flooring industry in UAE and      
 GCC region.                                                                                   



RESIN BOND GRAVEL
PAVING

THE RESIN BOUND  applies the science of
combining small stones i.e gravels with        
use of high-tech resins in order to from a 
 fixed surface that is attractive. Because      
small stones are being used in laying resin  
bound gravel, small gaps are created that   
allow water to drain into the ground,           
Thereby making the surfaces SUDS               
( sustainable urban drainage system )            
compliant . As a matter of fact, This is          
highly advantageous because of its and       
low  cost maintenance.  Available in               
unlimited possible combinations of                  
stones.                                                                    

Slip resistant, even when wet

UV resistant for external areas

High Durability

Unlimited Matrix Colours

Barari Villa - Dubai

Uno CarShow Room - Al Aweer 

The Mattress Store - Yas MAll

Gentle Monster- Mall Of Emirates

Zamman Awwal - MAll Of Emirates

Dubai Hillls Mall

ADVANTAGES



MICRO CEMENT
FINISH

THE MICRO CEMENT  System  is a 3 mm coating     
 that allows providing a  natural concrete-looking     
finish to almost any  possible substrate and item.  
 It is a thin coating for renovating and resurfacing     
of  almost any type of flooring,  walls. It provides   
 either marble10 or cloud  look and has variety of     
natural colors.  Microtopping became a huge  trend
in UAE interior design although it is a common.          
and very popular thing in the Europe since early              
2000's. Microtopping is rather an art than just     
 stucco and you will never found two equal              
 Microtopping projects. The pattern can be light or  
cloudy with waves and shades or rough and Marble  
-looking with veins, trowel marks and crack-looking
lines .                                                                                       

Kiosk - Mall Of Emirates

Private villa - Jumeira 

Chemical and heat resistance

Tensile-compressive Strengths

Rubost

Private villa - Jumeira 

Staircase- Private Villa

Private villa - Jumeira Golf Estate

ShowRoom- Hills Mall

ADVANTAGES

office - Abu Dhabi 



Tensile-compressive Strengths

TERRAZZO FLOORING

Amazon Cafe-  District 1 -Dubai

Espresso Lab

ADVANTAGES

Addidas- Dubai Hills Mall

Espresso Lab - Dubai

Bank - Dubai Hills Mall

Restaurant - Financial
Centre

Sammach Sushi Spot - Dubai Mall

AHTE FLOORING introduces Terrazzo Flooring
which is a composite material, poured in place or  
 precast, which is used for floor and wall
treatments. It consists of chips of marble, quartz ,
granite or    other suitable material poured with a
cementitious binder , polymeric or a combination
of both.           
Terrazzo Flooring in Dubai is a polymer flooring    
 system made with a thick epoxy resin mixed with 
 various aggregates. It uses either a cement or         
epoxy    matrix as the binder. Metal strips divide   
 sections, make transitions, design decorative       
 patterns or logos and allow for movement or        
crack mitigation.                                                                
 

Unlimited Matrix Colours

Stain Resistant

Light Weight

Lowest Maintenance Cost Due  To Non -
Absorbency  

Quickest Pour To Grind

Less Installation Time

High Durability



High compressive strength

EPOXY FLOORING

Anglo Eastern  -Dubai

ADVANTAGES

Zaman Awwl - Mall Of Emirates

FlowTest Equipment 
 JFZA

EPOXY FLOORING an industrial floor is any
floor that is designed to comply with the           
 requirement                                                                      
of each type of industry. Movement of  load,         
chemical products, aesthetics ,durability ,etc..
Each type of activity requires a pavement with 
 different finishes.                                                         
The final material is strong, durable, resistant
and bonds extremely well to most base layers.           
Epoxy floors are so strong that they're often
used in heavy traffic areas such as industrial
environments, hospitals , or sports facilities.

Chemical and heat resistance

High gloss, appealing finish
Anglo Eastern  - JAFZA



PU CONCRETE
FLOORING

Bait Maryam Levant Kitchen- Business Bay

ADVANTAGES

Essentially Juice Factory - Al Quoz

PU CONCRETE is an eco friendly, urethane
cement system providing high wear and high
impact floor protection to concrete floors. PU
concrete offers extreme resistance against
physical or chemical abuses, thermal shocks
and impact loads and is ideal for cold rooms,
food, beverage, meat processing, diary and
flight kitchens. Available in limited colors.

 PU concrete is seamless, hygienic,
odorless & does not support bacterial
growth. Like stainless steel substrates, all
PU concrete floors can be effectively
sanitized by steam cleaning to a standard
comparable to stainless steel.

Slip resistant, even when wet

High compressive strength

Chemical and heat resistance

Rubost

Live Stock - Dubai

Essentially Juice Factory - Al Quoz

Frozen Room



SELF LEVELING & RE-
SURFACING FLOORING

SELF -LEVELING FLOORING is typically
used to create a flat and smooth surface     
 with a compressive strength similar to or    
 higher than that of traditional concrete       
 prior to installing interior floor coverings.    
Resurfacing your floor involves more than 
 just putting a layer of polish on top. It may
require removing old floorboards, grinding
down uneven boards and reinforcing            
  wood planks with new nails.                               

Slip resistant, even when wet

ADVANTAGES

High gloss, appealing finish

High scratch and impact resistance

Chemical and heat resistance

Increases Safety

Wards off Pests

Exotic Car showRoom

Nailed It Spa - Dubai Mall

Exotic Car ShowRoom - Dubai

Pink Spa - Dubai

Car Garage - Al Quoz

Save money

Attractive, bright color options

Improve Your Property Values



SPORTS FLOORING
A H T E FLOORING LLC are specializes in offering qualitative services for Sport Flooring
Efficiency, promptness and reliability being some of the factors that increase the demand
of our offered services in the market of UAE .
We helped by highly driven technical excellence, Our adroit professionals are able to
render these services in an efficient manner within the shortest time interval. Also, we
offer these services to our clients at affordable prices.

ADVANTAGES
Long lasting Multi sports surface

Lowest Maintenance 

Multi-Sports usage

Excellent in all weather conditions



Approved Applicator Certificates :

The Chemical Manufactures We Are Associate With :

Our Clients :



SCAN ME

A H T E FLOORING LLC
Address : 1804 - Al Ameri Tower- Barsha Heights - Dubai - UAE

Contact Details : (+971) 529234069
                                  (+971) 521966448
                                  (+971) 501920298

Mail us : info@ahteflooring.com - hafeez@ahteflooring.com

Website : www.ahteflooring..com

 

The company logos and images used in this catalogue are for representative purpose only. A H T E Flooring LLC reserves all rights to modify or
replace any product shown in this catalogue without any prior notice as per its policy of continuous product and process improvement . No part of
this publication may be reproduced in whole or part or stored in a retival system or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical
, photocopying , recording or otherwise) without the prior written permission from the company.

THANK
YOU


